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“The truths shared in these National Inquiry hearings tell the story
– or, more accurately, thousands of stories – of acts of genocide
against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA people. The
violence the National Inquiry heard amounts to a race-based
genocide of Indigenous Peoples, including First Nations, Inuit and
Métis, which especially targets women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA
people. This genocide has been empowered by colonial structures
evidenced notably by the Indian Act, the Sixties Scoop, residential
schools and breaches of human and Indigenous rights, leading
directly to the current increased rates of violence, death, and
suicide in Indigenous populations.”
---. “Introduction” (50)

“In this report, we use hard words to address hard truths like
genocide, colonization, murder and rape. To deny these hard
words is to deny the truths of the families and survivors, front-line
workers, and grassroots organizers. We used hard words because
the violence against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA
people is a difficult, critically important crisis to address and in
which we all have a role.”
---. Chief Commissioner Marion Buller (6)

• NOTE: the Inquiry’s cautious approach to the
genocide claim:
– The genocide claim is given support in a
Supplementary Report
• HOWEVER: “The National Inquiry acknowledges that
the determination of formal liability for the commission
of genocide is to be made before judicial bodies. An
assessment of both individual and state responsibility
requires a considerable body of evidence and must be
carried out by a competent tribunal charged with this
task. The National Inquiry does not intend to fully
demonstrate all the elements of a genocidal policy,
since it does not have direct access to all of the
evidence related to it” (1)

• NOTE:
– Despite its caution, the National Inquiry is
very clear that:
“the information and testimonies collected by
the National Inquiry provide serious reasons to
believe that Canada’s past and current policies,
omissions, and actions towards First Nations
Peoples, Inuit and Métis amount to genocide, in
breach of Canada’s international obligations,
triggering its responsibility under international
law” (1)

• NOTE: While the National Inquiry’s final
report, and particularly the genocide
supplement, do an excellent job reviewing
evolutions in the law governing genocide,
which has changed considerably in the wake
of the Bosnian War, Rwandan Genocide, and
implementation of the Rome Statute (2002),
all of the changes mapped by the Inquiry are
anchored in the UN’s Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide (a.k.a. the Genocide Convention)
– INDEED: The supplementary report’s first
reference in its “definition” section is to the
Genocide Convention

Raphael Lemkin (1900-1959)

• Raphael Lemkin was the Polish-Jewish jurist
who coined the term “genocide” and brought
the idea of this singular crime to the broader
public’s attention via the publication of his
1944 study Axis Rule in Occupied Europe.

• Following World War Two, Lemkin almost
singlehandedly drafted the text of the
Genocide Convention, and shepherded its
passage through the byzantine committee
structures of the United Nations.
– HOWEVER: the version of genocide we find in
international law differs considerably from
Lemkin’s originary one

• NOTE: Over the course of its transnational
institutionalization, Lemkin’s foundational
idea of genocide was shorn of much of its
breadth and complexity
– NOTE: this was generally in response to the desire
of victorious post-World War Two powers (notably
the Soviet Union and Great Britain) not to leave
themselves open to legal challenges to their own
occasionally genocidal colonial and imperial
conduct.

• Chief among the alterations to Lemkin’s
original text of the convention was the
removal of any reference to cultural genocide,
a key component of Lemkin’s original
conception of the crime and the idea most
directly indebted to the jurist’s reading of the
history of European colonialism.
– NOTE: William Korey contends that with respect
to the drafting process of the Genocide
Convention, “Technical and drafting
considerations had to give way, almost at the
outset, to political calculation” (“Lemkin’s Passion”
89).

• For Lemkin, genocide was a crime centering on a
group’s destruction, an idea retained in Article
Two of the Genocide Convention,
– Lemkin understood groups to be sustained by three main
attributes or capacities:
1. the physical existence of their members;
2. their ability to remain biologically reproductive (i.e.
their wherewithal to produce new members of the
group, and thus to renew themselves); and
3. their capacity for “spiritual” or cultural expression.

• NOTE: According to Lemkin, a genocide occurs when one or all
three of these capacities is destroyed, rendering a group
unable to persist and its members unable to recognize one
another as the same kinds of beings-in-the-world.

• Cf. Article Two’s itemization of genocidal
conduct:
– Killing members of the group;
– Causing serious bodily or mental harm to
members of the group;
– Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of
life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction in whole or in part;
– Imposing measures intended to prevent births
within the group;
– Forcibly transferring children of the group to
another group

• What is missing from this list?
• Any mention of the fact that a group may
cease to exist for reasons other than the
application of massive physical violence
• ALSO: nowhere in the convention is culture
identified as worthy of preservation in virtue
of its role in sustaining group life.

• In earlier work Lemkin clearly states that there
are two distinct but often overlapping modes of
genocidal destruction:
1. BARBARISM
2. VANDALISM

• While barbaric acts are those directed against
human bodies in various ways, vandalism
targets culture by seeking to destroy
monuments, sites of conscience, works of art,
and the like.
– NOTE: Such destruction is the essence of what
Lemkin understands “cultural genocide” to be, since
on his view culture is the essence of a people

Barbarism
• Murder (the production of bodies)
• Prevention of normal modes of human
reproduction:
Forced sterilization
The abduction of children
Vandalism
• Destruction of :
Monuments
Sites of conscience
Works of art
Museums
Libraries
Churches
Educational institutions

• To be clear, though, what Lemkin terms
cultural genocide is criminal as well as
immoral for precisely the same reason as what
he calls “physical” or “biological” genocide.
– For all of these forms of destruction have the
same object in common: the annihilation of a
group.
• Cf. Axis Rule In Occupied Europe: Genocide “is intended
rather to signify a coordinated plan of different actions
aiming at the destruction of central foundations of the
life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the
groups themselves”

• What makes genocide different from, say,
varieties of mass murder is not its conspicuous
production of bodies, but rather the
attempted destruction of what might be called
“human kinds.”
– The signal casualty of genocide is a people, not
people, and thus a highly morally and politically
charged form of (and capacity for) belonging.
– Genocide targets the “groupness” of groups, the
corporeal, social, ideological, and institutional
preconditions of social life, the people and
structures through and against which our
identities are shaped and our world comes into
focus.

• When does mass murder become genocide?

• When it is accompanied by “the intent to
destroy, in whole or in part”
– NOTE: this extra, special intention is known as the
DOLUS SPECIALIS

• NOTE: the distinction in law between the
MENS REA and the ACTUS REUS
– Why is this distinction necessary?
• Cf. Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea
– “The act will not make a person guilty unless the mind is also
guilty”

• Why is the standard notion of MENS REA
insufficient for the crime of genocide?
– Cf. Kai Ambos, for whom genocide viewed legally
is marked by a kind of surplus of intent, what he
calls a “transcending internal tendency”
(überschießende Innentendenz)

“After careful examination of divergent views
and a rigorous analysis of the definition of
genocide as it currently stands, the National
Inquiry is of the view that the “specific intent
to destroy” covers not only physical or
biological destruction, but also, at a minimum,
the destruction of a group as a social unit” (23)

• What are some of the consequences of the
dolus specialis for the prosecution of
genocidal perpetrators?
• Most significantly, garden-variety
functionaries, militants, and bigots, those
whom Daniel Goldhagen famously termed
Hitler’s “willing executioners,” though
potentially guilty of other crimes, cannot
themselves be held legally responsible for
genocide
– Cf. the consistent emphasis on a “mental
element” in the “elements of the crime” in the
Rome Statute

• In response some scholars have proposed the
replacing the DOLUS SPECIALIS with the DOLUS
EVENTUALIS, or “conditional intention”
– For legal scholars like Kai Ambos, “it is enough to
show evidence of genocidal intent when an accused
is clearly responsible for acts the outcome of which
might have reasonably been expected to contribute
to the destruction of a group.”

• What other aspects of the Genocide
Convention’s conception of genocide strike
you as problematic?

• Note the Convention’s characterization of
victims
– I.e. members of “a national, ethnical, racial
or religious group”

Who is not included here?

1. Groups defined by sexual practice (i.e.
2SLGBTQQIA)
2. Specific genders
• Cf. the Supplementary Report: “Not only does
the drafting history of genocide, as enshrined in
the Convention, fail to incorporate Indigenous
perspectives; the interpretations given to the
definition also fail to address crucial, gendered
facets of genocide” (8)

3. Political non-conformists/dissidents (i.e.
communists, anarchists, etc.)
4. Member of labour unions or other trade
and/or professional organizations
5. Members of cultural elites (e.g. artists,
professors, lawyers, doctors, etc.)

• NOTE the deeper problem: who gets to
decide what counts as a “group”?
– According to what set of criteria is the
“groupness” of groups determined?

SO….

Does use of the term “genocide”
in the MMIWG report matter?

